Look Who Came To See Us!
big THANK YOU to the
2018 cast of The Illusionists,
(as featured on the cover) Jeff
Hobson, Kevin James,
Antonio Hoyos, An Halim
and Colin McLeon who
stopped by Stevens Magic
Central! Joe was in Heaven as
we hosted the crew for a Bull
Session Luncheon. Fellowship
is the real ingredient in magic
and there was plenty of it that
day. They played for two nights
and the house was filled to
capacity for both. The show is
the perfect balance of the
different diciplines of the art.
It’s good to see magic
everywhere! All those reading
make a contribution to it. We
encourage you to see this
dynamic show—check out the
tour schedule:
A

www.theillusionistslive.com/tickets/north-america
Illusionists images used with permission.
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Unique Ways To Predict!
Haunted Box

The magician displays a simple wooden box,
purchased several years ago from an antique
shop. The magician explains that when he
arrived home and opened the box, he noticed
a faded picture of Harry Houdini, “The King
of Cards.” This picture wasn’t in the box when
he first purchased it. From time to time, the
magician noticed the box would produce
strange noises at night, a “slamming” sound,
as if the spirit of Harry Houdini haunted it.
The magician demonstrates these strange
occurrences under the most stringent of test
conditions... He opens the lid and removes a
deck of cards and a standard Sharpie Pen (or pen of your choice). A spectator is
invited to select ANY card from the deck and sign its face. The card is then placed
ANYWHERE in the deck by the spectator. This is a 100% FREE choice. The
spectator then mixes the cards and is asked to deal them, one by one, into the
box. SUDDENLY the lid of the box SLAMS SHUT, as if telling the spectator to
stop dealing. The magician asks the spectator to turn over the card they are holding
in their hand… it is the signed card!
Haunted Box comes complete with everything necessary to get started performing
this miracle right out of the box. Comes with a red and blue Bicycle gimmick.
BONUS: Comes with a FREE Blank Card Kit. It is perfect for close-up, yet
plays big enough for any stage!

250

$

White Skull Pendulum
The latest little gem from Jimmy’s Prop Shop, which contains
very strong neodymium magnets embedded by the master
himself. Jimmy personally crafts all of these products
by hand.
Using this uniquely crafted Pendulum, you arrange for a most
esoteric outcome. Whereby you can easily force the desired
result and/or give the impression that super natural forces
are exercising their power to determine a bizarre outcome.

Each Pendulum comes with three prices—the custom crafted PK Skull, the deer
skin leather strapping to thread the skull ( so it hangs and swings), a flat deer antler
stone piece to tie the thread together and a nicely crafted carrying bag
as well as a certificate of authenticity.
Note: Item does NOT come with detailed instructions. Only suggested
ideas, product specs.

20

$
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Professional Momme Silks
Spectrum’s

Dis-Solvo

A 24-inch solid color silk is tied around a rope with a
double knot and visibly PENETRATES the rope on
command!
An original version and not an imitation. NO false
moves of passing the end of the silk around the rope.
NO threads and NO fakes. The presentation is clean ,
visible and instant! Highest quality silks available.
Comes complete with 24 inch silk and rope.

25

$

Spectrum’s

Flying Colors
Three 18 inch silks are tied—one at a time—around
the center of two ropes and everything is freely shown.
The knots are genuine and the silks are actually tied
around the ropes. Holding the ropes fully extended, the
performer look up toward the ceiling and counts to three.
Suddenly, the silks leave the ropes and fly upward to
about 10 feet in the air!
The original knots remain in the silks and everything
can be examined. A prize-winning, mechanical miracle
and an audience pleaser.
Comes complete with three 18 inch silks and ropes.

45

$

Spectrum’s

Obedient Silks
Performer displays four 18 inch color silks securely tied
to a tape. Any color is freely selected and (NO force).
Upon command, the silk visible unties itself and leaves
the tape.
Self-contained. NO sleights. This is the nearest thing to a
miracle that we have ever seen. A feature in any act.
Easy to perform. Highest quality silks available.
Comes complete with four 18 inch silks, cloth and routine.

55

$
4
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Professional Momme Silks
Spectrum’s

Rainbow
20th Century Silks
Two solid colored silks are displayed and securely
tied together. A symphony pattern silk is
displayed and vanished. The previously knotted
silks are tossed into the air and the vanished silk
reappears tied between them!
A clever routine, which makes it possible to
present the effect under any conditions—completely surrounded and without the
use of tables or tumblers. A classic in magic for years and years! Easy to perform.
Comes complete with four 18 inch silks.

85

$

Spectrum’s

Snip-A-Clip
A sheet of paper is formed into a cylinder around an
18 inch solid color silk.
Performer then cuts through the center of the paper
cylinder and silk with ONE snip of the scissors. YET
the silk is fully restored! The silk actually passes through
the cylinder with NO gimmick or duplicate silk.
Comes complete with 18 inch silk, special paper and
routine. BONUS: also included is Stewart Judah’s routine with a large knife instead
of scissors.

30

$

Diamond Cut Mirror Goblet
The Mirror Goblet is crafted from a strong virtually
indestructible acrylic. The mirror divider is purposefully
located below the top edge of the glass, to aide in
diminishing the possibility of “flashing” during your
performance. Both compartments are waterproof! The
Mirror Goblet dims out at 7-inches tall with a 3.5-inches
mouth, so it looks great and has ample room to handle
either liquid or a 36-inch carefully folded silk.
The instructions are refreshingly detailed with all the
information you would want as well as bonus valued-added tips and routines working
with both slush powder and non-slush powder applications. Additional kudos as it
provides important care instructions, safety and maintenance tips. You can’t go
wrong with excellent quality products!

This is a winner!

40

$
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Devining Principle
Devious
Aspirations
Devious Aspirations from
Eric Samuels, is an homage
to two of the greatest
presentational premises in all
of Mentalism: Desire from
Max Maven and Sneak Thief
by Larry Becker.
Devious Aspirations is a kit
for performing stage or parlor
variations of the abovementioned routines. It
includes a set of five (cleverly
marked, ultra-thin) dry-erase
boards (9 x 12 inches in size),
markers, a cleaning cloth, carrying case and a 39-page booklet of advanced handling
tips and over 10 different presentations.
Here’s a sample of some of the presentation themes: The Story of Your
Life, Just Like Animals, Dream Job, Phobias/Fears, Porn Star Name... just to
name a few!
Note: Additional Shipping Costs MAY BE Required for Domestic and International
Orders. Item NOT available for any coupons or specials.

199

$

Jim Steinmeyer’s

Sending Best Wishes
One audience member looks at a greeting
card and thinks of any word in the
message. No force. Nothing written down.
It’s a pure mental selection. Then, glancing
at other cards to confirm the choice, a
second spectator is selected to divine the
selection. Both spectators are fooled.
The cards do almost all the work for you,
thanks to an amazing arrangement of five
special greeting cards.
With full instructions and patter. It’s a principle you’ll marvel at, and an effect you’ll
love to perform. From Jim’s fertile magic mind!

Something Special!
6

30

$
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Snakes In A Basket!!

Cobra In The
Basket 2.0

With Remote Control
With new and updated micro motor!
A helper selects a card (no force) and
signs their name on it. The card is
returned to the deck and deck is placed
inside the basket. The magician tells
the helper that he has the only card
finding Jumping Cobra in the world. You
tell the helper that they need to move a
little closer to the basket so the snake can
smell them! As they get closer, the snake SHOOTS into the air startling the helper
and finding the card which is stuck in the mouth of the snake!
This model has a new stronger and more responsive mirco motor. Updated
transmitter and receiver to allow for more distance from unit and more deceptive
release. Release mechanism fully redesigned and engineered to eliminate misfires
and accidental releases. Magician has complete control. Simple, single button
remote for release. Can be felt through pocket for easier location. Operates on 8
AAA batteries. Easier to load (can be set-up ready to use in less than two minutes).
LED indicator to show unit ON and READY. Securing latch solidly linked to the
unit. Acrylic and aluminum construction to last a lifetime. Can be used to locate
playing cards, business cards and more! Unit can be used in other containers to
that you can customize your act.
This effect is eligible for the coupon—great way to save money!

Snake Basket

350

$

A helper selects a card and then the card is
returned to the deck and deck is placed inside
the basket. The magician tells the helper that
he has the only card finding snake in the world.
You tell the helper that they need to move a
little closer to the basket so the snake can smell
them! As they get closer, the snake SHOOTS
into the air startling the helper and finding the
card, which is stuck to the mouth of the snake!
Release mechanism fully redesigned and engineered to eliminate misfires and accidental
release. Magician has complete control of when release occurs. Easier to load (can
be set-up to use in less than two minutes). Can be used to locate playing cards,
business card and much more!

75

$
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Paddle Effects

Four Aces
Paddle

It’s a known fact that Joe Porper’s
passion is “paddles” and his new Four
Ace Paddle takes the trick to a new
level.
Performer shuffles the deck and deals
out four packets face-down. Taking out
a paddle, it is seen to have a back design.
On both sides. But, a flick and the Ace
of Spades appears over one packet. The
top card is turned over and its the Ace
of Spades. This is repeated until all four aces are produced.

50

$

1-2-3-4 Spot
Paddle
One of Joe Porter’s first creations was
the 1-2-3-4 Spot Paddle. Its ingenious
design allows for the spectator to
examine it to their hearts content, and
they will never discover its diabolical
secret.
Comes complete with carrying case and
complete instructions.

45

$

We carry other Paddle effects from the
Porper Collection...
Jumping Toothpick Paddle ----------------------------------------- $50
Red White Blue Paddle ---------------------------------------------- $45
Bird Card Paddle ------------------------------------------------------ $40
Color Spot Paddle ----------------------------------------------------- $40
Money Paddle ----------------------------------------------------------- $50
8
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Seeing Is Believing!
Twin
Cards

This is viewed as true magic by your
audience! It seems absolutely impossible!
The magician shows two spectators an
opened red deck of cards and a brand-new
blue one, which is still sealed with cellophane.
They are like twins! Only their color is
different.
One spectator selects a card from the red
deck. The second spectator holds the new,
sealed blue deck in their hands and covers
the box so the magician cannot touch it. With
a wave of the magician’s hand, the selected
card’s twin (same value, same suit) now
appears on the outside of the blue deck,
under the still-sealed original cellophane! The miracle happens in the spectator’s
own hands!

42

$

Stevens Magic
Present...

Close-Up
Cervon Monte
Bruce left us a classic monte
effect in Jumbo cards! (See the
video on our website!)
Comes complete with
Bruce’s entertaining routine
and poker-size Bicycle
cards.
No special printing. Card
indices not altered. 100% entertainment. Terrific value. Excellent spectator
involvement! If you like the card monte effects... this is for you!
NOTE: Video version on website is with jumbo cards, but applicable with poker-size.

15

$
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Quality Kid’s Magic

Magic Coloring Book
A top seller for years!

Kids love it! Instant magic! Easy to do! What can be better than that?? Blank
pages become colored instantly!

6.50 each OR 2 For...$10

$

Pee Wand
The kids will love this!
laughter!

Lots of

A high-quality magic wand. This clever little
wand squirts a heavy stream of water 20
plus feet at your command.
You’ve never seen one of these!
Easy to operate and very easy to fill. Holds
an impressive amount of water as well.
The classic clown gag, now in a FAKE
magic wand. Give it a squeeze and watch
the water shoot out!
Looks like a regular magic wand... but it’s
not! It’s a mini squirt gun.
A squirting magic wand? Your victim..er..
spectator will never see it coming! But all
the kids will want you to squirt them. Fun
and hilarious magic.
“This gimmick is fantastic. The wand
looks perfectly normal from one end, but
has been cleverly gimmicked to squirt water at unsuspecting spectators.”
--Joe Stevens

35

$
10
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Menny Lindenfeld Presents...
Occultatum

Occultatum™ (Hidden in Latin) has
been Menny Lindenfeld’s secret
weapon for over a decade. It is a
PSYCHOLOGICAL SYSTEM that
helps you detect a hidden object.
Imagine... A participant hides a
personal object (e.g. her ring) in one
of many boxes. She has a real FREE
CHOICE to hide the object in any
box. She can FREELY MIX the
boxes as much as she wants. You
can be blindfolded or even OUT OF
THE ROOM during this process.
And when you come back, you GENUINELY DO NOT KNOW where the object
hides. And yet, without the use of electronics or magnets, and WITHOUT ASKING
THE SPECTATOR ANY QUESTIONS, you are able to guess where the object
hides—using the Occultatum™ psychological system.
You can perform with any number of boxes, or without any boxes at
all—by simply letting someone sign an object instead of hiding it.
You can apply the system for close-up, for stage—using large objects (e.g. a
basketball) or fully impromptu—using everyday objects (e.g. disposable coffee cups,
beer caps, beer coasters, packets of sugar and more). You can even perform with
your own business cards—which is a powerful and a memorable way to hand out
your cards. The METHOD IS BULLETPROOF and works with 100% accuracy
every time.
Occultatum™ is your secret mentalism weapon that will make you feel like a real
psychic every time you demonstrate it.
No electronics or magnets. Perform with any number of boxes. Principle can be
applied for close-up, stage and impromptu. Perform 100% impromptu (with or
without boxes). Spectator has a real, free choice where to hide the object. Be
blindfolded or out of the room while the object is hidden and mixed. 100% genuine—
you truly don’t know where object hides. Never ask the spectator any questions.
Collectible custom-made metal tin containers included (x6 units). Use provided
containers, use your own or perform impromptu with everyday objects. Video
tutorial (download/full HD 1080p). PLUS A BONUS — FREE VIDEO
DOWNLOAD!
In the tutorial, Menny Lindenfeld teaches you: The Occultatum™ psychological
system using multiple containers (any number of containers can be used). How to
perform Occultatum™ impromptu and so much more!

50

$
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Adults Only!

Juan Mayoral’s

Volcanic Match
Imagine lighting a match and having a huge
burst of flames leap out! Startling. Visual.
Yet completely safe. No electronics. No
flammable fluids. No flash paper.
Instantly repeatable. A real attention
grabber! Comes complete!
“This is the finest gimmick I’ve seen
for throwing flames using
lycopodium powder!” --Joe Stevens

Extra Lycopodium Powder...$20

60

$

Flash Bills
We have not seen such a
realistic looking flash bill ever.
You can use these flash bills
close-up with confidence!
Available in these denominations: $1.00, $5.00,
$20.00,
$50.00
or
$100.00 (10 bills per
pack).
Price Thru Feb. 15th - $10

Flash Paper
Each sheet is 8 X 9 inches in size – 4 sheets/pack. Available
Thick or Thin.

10

$

Flash Cord
Pack Contains 10 Feet Of Product. Important Tip: If
you need flash string, just un-twine this cord, as it is
composed of about 5-6 smaller-sized strings. Burn Rates:
4 inches/second horizontal. 24 inches/second vertical.

10

$

Flash Cotton
Flash cotton is very easy to work with. This is professional,
theatrical grade flash cotton, weighing in at half an ounce.

16

$
12
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Total Foolers!

Stevens Magic & Shawn Reida
Present...

Block Off Cord Revisited

A block penetrates a rope, simply and beautifully—
once or many times. Even in the spectator’s own
hands! Each time more amazing than the last! This
trick has fooled some of the best minds in magic
due to the fact of the very subtle and simple method
used to accomplish the trick.
You will receive a length of rope with stiff brass end
covers. A hand-crafted, old world-style solid
Wooden Block approximately 3 inches in size. (This
quality of block has been off the market for many years.)
Each block and rope is handmade by Louis Gaynor and
Shawn Reida. These are a working performer’s model
that is durable and will last a lifetime.
Various suggested routines are included as well as Shawn’s
3-phase routine that he perfected over time. We know
you will enjoy this classic effect in your show. An impossible
penetration.

49.50

$

Four Classic Effects For Affordable Prices!!
Destination Unknown
It’s TV Time • Dining Out
Movie Time
Quite possible that the above FOUR mental effects
are the best close-up effects in the world of
MENTALISM. You can carry any one of them in your
pocket and are ready to perform a mental miracle!
They are easy to perform. They are stunning effects.
They are fun to do! They leave spectators baffled. Fits in your shirt pocket. Spectator
picks any one of the objects listed on the multiple cards (and they have plenty of
choices), and you—at once—know the selected spectator’s choice! IMPOSSIBLE!
But credit goes to Bill Pryor for excellent thinking of this mind blowing
effect. (Don’t try to figure it out!)

Destination Unknown (City Names)... 12.50
k!
c
i
P
s
’
u
It’s TV Time (TV Titles)...$12.50
Mark them yo
of
Dining Out (Menu Choices)...$10
Any i l l l o v e !
w
Movie Time (Famous Movies)...$10
$
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Classics—Always A Winner
Clippo

A classic from the past! Always a winner!
Fools everyone! And now, it’s available
again through Stevens Magic.
A hard to beat effect for stand-up or stage. Harlan
Tarbell saw Ching Ling Foo performs this effect in
1904 and went home and finally solved the mystery
of how to do it! Basic effect is mind-blowing!
Magician takes a strip of newspaper and using sharp
scissors, cuts the newspaper into two pieces. They
are incontrovertibly separate as he holds one in each
hand—some distance apart! He places the two pieces
together—one on top of each other—and cuts across
them both with the scissors. He lifts one edge of the
paper to hold up a single piece—apparently
seamlessly RESTORED! A very impressive magical effect. Audience actually see
the scissors cut through the paper! The restoration is completely mystifying. A
real mind-boggling effect!
This was a hit for Harry Blackstone Sr (shown in the photo above) as he used it
in front of the curtain. It can be a hit for you in any performance. Excellent for all
types of audiences and perfect for emcee work. Comes complete with all you need
to do this outstanding effect (each strip can be used several times!)

Baker’s Dozen (13) For...$20

Dick Stoner’s

A Grave Mistake
Pre-Planning Your Funeral...The funeral salesman first attempts to sell the
deluxe package consisting of a carved canopy, velvet drapes and an embossed
casket. No sale—so he cuts out the carved canopy. Next, the velvet drapes are
cut from the package. Desperate to make the sale, he makes his final offer—the
trash can. A great comedy spot for anyone who likes to have fun with an audience.
It plays big, packs small and is made of indestructible tyvex.

Guaranteed Laughs!
14

25

$
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Simply Deceptive
Obedio Block
The cutest little magic miracle at a very
reasonable price!
We have had many requests for an Obedient Ball effect
for close-up or stand-up—and this is it! (We have
had many orders for out large Obedient Ball
still available for $150.00.) Now, we have come
up with another version for you to choose from.
The RED block goes DOWN on the string at your
command. Can be handed out immediately for
inspection and nothing can be found! Why? The
SECRET is in
the string!
Fools all magicians except for Bill Trotter!
He figured it out in one evening! Made for
us by Gimpy! A bargain for a miracle and a
wonderful effect. Can carry it in your pocket
and be ready at anytime, anywhere!

40

$

Time Of Day
Time Of Day is back again! We are
delighted with the new poker-sized deck
design printed on 310 gsm linen card stock.
This is the ultimate magic trick for TV and
radio appearances as well as any close-up
situation. It will blow people’s minds
anytime, anywhere! Resets in seconds. We
have taken what many have called “the best
card trick in the world” and reimagined it so
you can predict the Time Of Day.
A prediction contained in a jute cloth bag,
is placed in the hands of a random spectator.
The spectator names a time of day out loud
such as “5:45”. When the bag is opened, a
deck of cards with specific times of day printed on them is revealed. One card is
upside down and it is the time of day they named!
Comes with Jute Cloth Bag, Time Of Day Deck, White Tuck Box and Instructions.

A 5 STAR Effect!

30

$
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The Ghostly Sign...
Shades of espionage. An interesting history fact behind these incredible effects
actually goes back to WWII, when it was used by spies to leave messages on
glass surfaces. Though the origin of the effect is from the last 1800s.

Impromptu Ghost
Glass II
A hidden image mysteriously
appears on a glass and then, just as
mysteriously, disappears!
This is a special liquid used to create
the ghost glass effect on any glass
surface. Just paint on an image with
this invisible fluid and, when you want
the image to appear, simply breathe
on the glass. Can be applied to
drinking glasses, reading glasses, glass counter tops, mirrors—just about any glass
surface your can imagine. Cause the spirit writing to appear almost anywhere! Use
for serious mind reading, seances, chosen card revelations or humorous bar gags.
Comes complete with liberal supply of special liquid, applicator brush, sample
glass disk and detailed instructions. (Packaging is subject to change.)

Create your own image!

22.50

$

Ghost Glass
Double Sided

A playing card is selected (let’s assume the 6 of
Hearts) and is lost in the deck. The magician now
introduces a round crystal glass which is kept in a
special pouch. The glass is cleaned with a soft cloth
and then placed on the deck of cards for a moment.
The performer then places the glass in front of his
mouth and exhales a long breath on it. As if by
magic, a miniature image of the selected card
mysteriously appears on the glass for a moment and
then disappears! (If desired the effect can be
repeated again with a different card.)
Exhaling on the Ghost Glass or putting it over a cup of hot water will bring the
same effect. The Ghost Glass will produce two images and is supplied with detailed
instructions and soft carrying pouch.

Buy Both of these quality
Ghost Glasses for $37.50!!
16

18

$
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Magical Winners!

Picasso Mini
Printed

New, high quality, professional specs. Built for
workers and hobbyist that want the best. Packs
light plays big. This baby is ready to go—right out
of the box!
The book flips just like the tri-section prior Picasso
Pads you carried, but this will have two sections as
seen in the photo—MUCH smaller format, preprinted pages. The force pages will come with
MADONNA/TEL EVIV or SAMUEL L
JACKSON / ROME (2 versions available).
This size of the pad is a much smaller format—7 x
10 inch handheld pad.
While standard Sven Pads are fantastic because
you can customize your own message or theme,
when you have larger sized (Parlor and Stage)
apparatus, it’s better to have professional printing
already featured on the product. This is the
culmination of quality of the original Sven Pads,
coupled with a solid routine that you will LOVE!
Why, it’s as easy as pie for you to look GOOD! It
will consistently pack a Punch, and it’s heavy duty
quality construction means it will be a prop you
will get a lot from. Trust us, this is a winner!

125

$

Purchased from any Stevens
Magic Catalog or from
www.stevensmagic.com
(use Code: SME41518)
Offer cannot be used in
combination with any other
promotion or special. Some
items are nondiscountable or
listed as a special price, these
are not eligible for this coupon.
Nor are Antiques!
Expires April 15, 2018!

Remember YOU must
MENTION the coupon to use it!
It is NOT given automatically,
and will not be applied
retroactively! Coupon Code:
SME41518
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Stevens Magic Emporium

2520 East Douglas • Wichita, KS 67214
Phone: (316) 683-9582 • Fax: (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail: magic@stevensmagic.com
Website: www.stevensmagic.com

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________
City ___________________________________ State ___________________
Zip ______________________

Phone—Day (_____) ________________
Evening (_____) _____________________
E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________
ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

PAYMENT METHOD:
MasterCard

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Visa

Check / Money Order

Amount Enclosed $ ____________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Card Account Number

Expiration Date: _______ _______ CVN Code: ______
Month

Year

_______________________________________________________________
Customer Signature
All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.
Domestic Insurance Policy:
UPDATED SHIPPING CHARGES:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves Minimum Ship Charges:
our premises. We, therefore, suggest you insure
$
0.00 to $ 50.00 ....................... $8.00
your order. Insurance fees are as follows:
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $10.00
$
0.01 to $ 50.00 ......................... $0.75 $ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $13.00
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
Over $200.00 ....................... $15.00
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
Important
Note: The above charges will apply
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60 on the majority of orders. SME reserves the right
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40 to choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20 dimensions and weights (including but not limited
Maximum Liability $600.00
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
**Prices subject to change without notice.** shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the
SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
phrase “minimum ship charge” is included in the
copy and or prices.
above tiers.
Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday – Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst). We’re happy to help you with your orders. We look forward to talking with you.

Stevens Magic Emporium

2520 East Douglas • Wichita, KS 67214
Phone: (316) 683-9582 • Fax: (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail: magic@stevensmagic.com
Website: www.stevensmagic.com

Mail-In Or
der F
orm
Order
Form
Qty

Item
Price

Description

Total

Total
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Decks Of Cards!
Speciality Bicycle
Decks Of Cards
Stevens Magic sells many different trick decks
of cards. Listed below is just a sampling.

Buy Any 2 Decks For...$15
Svengali Deck (Red or Blue) ............................................................ $8.00
Stripper Deck (Red or Blue) ............................................................ $8.50
Invisible Deck (Red or Blue) ............................................................ $8.50
Mirage Deck .................................................................................. $7.50
McCombical Prediction Deck ..................................................... $12.50
Brainwave Deck (Red or Blue) ....................................................... $10.00

Lary Kuehn’s

Traveler’s
Zodiac Deck
In the 1970’s, the late Aldini released
a deck of cards using Zodiac signs as a
back and face motif. Larry Becker
came up with an insidious way to mark
the cards and turn them into readers.
Lary Kuehn was fortunate enough to
own one of the original decks and he
marked the cards per Larry’s
instructions.
Traveler’s Zodiac Deck™ is now a reality. The cards and box are printed in the
USA on real playing card stock. There are three sets of the 12 Zodiac signs in the
box. Two sets are done in high registration color backs and one set is done with a
black and white back. The faces are the same in both versions. Why a B&W set?
Just in case you want to add a darker element to doing readings with these cards.
The instruction sheet is packaged in the custom box. The backs are all marked in
the same way so you don’t have to use two different systems. The design also
makes them one-way. Faces are numbered in the upper right index. This was
done to add another level of logical disconnect from a spectator thinking of these
as playing cards. BONUS: Stevens Magic will be sending a free 8-page bonus.

30

$
20
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Jurney Coins!

Split Coin—Quarter

You can perform “many” different effects with
this coin including the popular visual coin through
the bag.
Sample Effect: The audience sees two coins inside
a small plastic bag—a penny and a quarter. The
magician asks a spectator to name aloud one of the
two coins. In this case the response is “penny.” So
the magician pulls the quarter physically from the
bottom of the bag. The only way this is possible is by
tearing the plastic leaving a hole in the bag! The
penny is left, he tilts the bag toward the same place
where the quarter was ripped out of the bag. Surely
the penny will fall, as it’s smaller than the quarter!
But the penny does NOT fall! The performer hands the bag with penny in it
out to be inspected—there is NO HOLE in the bottom of the bag!
Impossible? Can be performed anywhere, anytime in almost any conditions. Close
up or street magic. No angle problems. A Miracle!

25

$

Coin Thru Bill
Exponential Morgan
Incredible price coupled with
incredible quality, topped off by
something truly unique and amazing!
We have NEVER seen a gaff like this
before.
This is a custom
MORGAN REPLICA crafted coin
made by hand by John Jurney.
We are excited to be working with
John again exclusively… NO QUESTION this will be a
TOP Seller at Stevens Magic for a long time to come.
Previous versions have never pushed the barriers like this
product has. You can actually show the coin on “both”
sides of the bill! There is no way to dispute that the coin
has visually penetrated the bill. Equally there is no way to
dispute that, when handed out at the end of the
performance, the bill is fully intact!
NOTE: Features TWO Morgan high quality replica Coins (one gimmicked and
one regular), that look and feel so real it will even fool you!

45

$
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Viking’s Hodge Podge Magic

Wandering
Lipsticks
Also known as Tele-Tube Lipsticks.
Three identical brass tubes are used. It
is the 3-card monte or 3-shell game in
which the spectator or the performer
match wits to see which tube contains
the rattle. Of course, the performer
always wins! The base unscrews to allow
the spectator to see you insert the rattle.
Nothing other than the rattle is added
and nothing is hidden or palmed. Selfcontained. The presentation choices are
limited only by your imagination.
Includes Steven Minch’s “TeleTubes” routine.

55

$

TransMental
A brass miracle you’ll
have fun with!
Spectator secretly chooses one of five
numbered brass rods and seals it inside
a brass tube. You are able to divine the
selected rod! Nothing is added or taken
away. No questions asked, no magnets,
peeks or noises to interpret! Not a
weight method. Self Contained. A must
for any brass magic collection. A great
fooler of magicians!

49

$

Alchemist’s Dream
The ancient dream—to turn base
metal into precious gold. Black
particles are shown and poured into
a brass tube along with a drop of
“secret” liquid. The tube is corked
and shaken. The cork is removed and
when the particles are poured out,
they have turned to gold! The golden
particles are poured back into the brass tube. The tube is again corked and shaken.
Now the particles has turned into gold nuggets! The performer pours the nuggets
into his fist and they disappear. It was but a dream.

55

$
22
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Viking’s Modern Day Magic
Wonder Coin Box

The finest utility coin boxes ever invented. The
unique design lends itself to a variety of effects
and presentations. A vanished, marked coin
reappears inside the Wonder Box. A marked
coin vanishes from inside the Wonder Box and
reappears somewhere else. A coin placed inside
the Wonder Box penetrates both the box and
the spectator’s hand upon which it sits. Two coins are placed
into the Wonder Box and both disappear! A beautifully
constructed solid hardwood box you’ll be proud to own and
perform.

40

$

Enchanted Cyclinders
Two cylinders are shown. One is obviously longer than
the other, but otherwise, they are similar in appearance.
An object, in this case a small pencil is inserted into the
shorter of the two tubes. The tubes are placed on the
table and the performer passes his hand over them.
The spectator now opens the shorter tube and finds
that the pencil has vanished! The spectator now opens
the longer tube and finds the missing pencil.
Our Enchanted Cylinders are turned from solid brass.
They are beautiful to behold. The action is almost automatic. No real sleights. No
switches with an extra tube. The effect is done in your hands and with no awkward
moves, etc. The pencil can be marked, or other similar objects can be used. Use
two different colored pencils to cause a transposition effect. Tubes measure
approximately 4.5-inches and 5-inches respectively.

55

$

Ice Cold Fusion
Spectators will go wild when you produce
solid, dripping ice cubes! These are
imported from Germany and look so real!
These faux ice cubes are specially
constructed so that they actually drip water
like melting ice—yet you can carry them dry
in your pocket until you’re ready to produce
them. Use with coin, card or other closeup routines as a final load for cups and balls
or chop cups, impromptu table settings... you can imagine the possibilities.

15

$
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Predicting Card Tricks
Scaandal

Your spectator names any number, and THEY
deal down to that number. Not only does their
card match a prediction sitting in plain view
the entire time, but when you spread the entire
deck, every card except their selection is
completely blank!
The power of this brilliant effect is that unlike
other decks of this type, the spectator freely
handles the cards! There is only one prediction
ever in play, and the selection is never added
or switched out. This unique deck starts off
ordinary, and becomes special only after the
spectator does the hard work for you!
Super easy effect to perform. Nothing ever palmed, hands are completely clean
the entire time. The spectator freely handles the deck and knows it consists of 52
cards. Only one prediction made. Can be done as an Open Prediction or in any
other creative way you want—social media, tattoos, etc. Spectator does the hard
work for you. Comes ready to perform out of the box.

30

$

Teleporter
The magician invites four participants to join
him onstage, where he shuffles and shows
them a deck of cards. One of the spectators
agrees that there are no duplicates in the pack
and the pack is a full deck.

One of the audience members onstage is
asked to take about half of the deck and
position herself as far away from the other
three as the stage will allow. She is instructed
to hold her half face down between her
hands—ensuring no one can get to her cards.
The remaining audience members look over the half that remains and each selects
any card they wish—naming their cards out loud.. One by one each of the three
audience members plays the role of the magician by causing their card to invisibly
fly through the air and enter the half of the deck held on the other side of the stage.
After this byplay, the three audience members search through their half deck only
to find that their selections have indeed disappeared. As the committee moves to
the other side of the stage, the lady holding the cards spreads them face up in her
hands. One by one, as each audience member names his card, the lady holding the
pack of cards searches and finds each traveled card now in her half.

25

$
24
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Exclusive Spider Products
S e ll

EvoFlex

er!

This is a great, new backdrop from Spider.
Lightweight, ingenious and very quick to
install. Makes a show out of your act. The
area behind the EvoFlex provides a nice,
quiet space to get ready for your show. It
is the perfect addition to the Spider Line
and has already generated impressive sales
because of its great price and reputation of
quality that only Spider can produce.

EvoFlex consists of two individual pop-up frames with drapes and stabilizers. They
can be setup individually, side by side or with the entrance curtain. It comes with
a handy wheeled duffel bag, which makes the transport very easy. The setup time
is less than three minutes. When it is packed down in the bag, it’s only 44 inches
long by 8 inches high and 12 inches wide. The drapes are permanent flame
retardant and available in 16 different color combinations using
combinations of Royal Blue, Black and Burgundy (mix and match) to
form one set. Additionally you can choose one of the three colors for a
complete set.
Extra Shipping Required On This Item...$1,098

Spider Folding Tables
Without question the most universally recognized
product Spider manufactures. Sleek in design,
compact, durable and secure—these are the perfect
prop tables for the working performer. Whether
purchased individually or to accentuate other Spider
products. Either way, they will serve you well. The
tables are constructed by frame aluminum and
feature translucent Plexiglas tops—so there is
nothing suspicious about them at all. Like all Spider
Products they pack up well and are easy to transport
and are just as quick to set up and breakdown. Tables
are available in the following sizes, but for one great
price!
Table 1: 35-inches high—Surface 12 x 12-inches
Table 3: 31-inches high—Surface 12 x 12-inches

No Discounts...$220 Table 1 & 3
Table 2: 35-inches high—Surface 16 x 16-inches
Table 4: 31-inches high—Surface 16 x 16-inches
No Discounts...$230 Table 2 & 4
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Sell

er!

A Jay Mattioli Winner!
This Is HEAVY!

Jay’s Answer To The Light/Heavy Box!
The performer invites a spectator onstage to help in a
demonstration of muscle hypnosis. Seating the spectator
on a small wooden stool, the magician “hypnotizes” that
spectator into believing that a small silk handkerchief
weighs over 1,000 pounds.
An empty cardboard box is shown on all sides and placed
on the wooden stool. A second spectator is now invited
onstage and is asked to place the handkerchief in the box
and then lift the box with its silk contents off the stool,
which proves to be a simple feat. But when the hypnotized
spectator attempts to lift the box, he cannot! It is simply
too heavy for him to even budge! The second spectator
can even reach in the box themselves and remove the
hanky, which then allows the box to become light enough
for the hypnotized spectator to lift off the stool. But
whenever the hanky is placed back into box, the
hypnotized spectator cannot lift the box one bit! This
becomes a riot for kid show audiences as well as for adults.

If you have ever wanted to perform Jean RobertHoudin’s Light Heavy Chest with ease, without
worry and with deceptiveness, the time is NOW—
THIS IS HEAVY!
THE MAGICIAN NEVER TOUCHES THE BOX
DURING THE ROUTINE! The contents of the box
can become heavy while the magician is nowhere even
near the box or spectators, and always under his complete
control.
DIFFERENT MECHANISM—Most other light heavy
chests required you to find a super smooth, glass-like surface
to perform on, which made it very impractical. With the supplied
props you can do this anywhere, in any environment.
THE PROPS ARE INNOCENT LOOKING! No giant, suspicious
disc to lay on the floor and place the box on. Use a cardboard box,
which can be viewed inside and out on all angles! There is nothing to see.
THIS IS HEAVY is very easy and stress free to operate, letting you focus on the
important part of this classic illusion—the presentation. Please allow 2 to 4
weeks for delivery of this item!

899 + $55 s&h in US

$

NOT eligible for the coupon!
26
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Items That Work For You!
Smokescreen

Smokescreen is a new concept in smoke magic—
a tiny and silent device that reliably produces clouds
of smoke whenever you need them.
Just finger-palm Smokescreen (its roughly the size
of 4 half dollars) and gently squeeze—clouds of smoke
will rise effortlessly from your fingers. There are no
clothing restrictions and no get-readys—its grab and
go.
Perform Smokescreen in short sleeves at a moments
notice. It gives you the freedom to add smoke to any
existing effect you already do—coin bends, color
changes, transpositions—and the power to perform
new effects that are only possible with the freedom
afforded by Smokescreen’s unique design. There are no hoses, remotes or
cartridges. The bottle of Smoke Juice that comes with your Smokescreen will
give you over a year of consistent use. And the installed heater wire + silica wick
will last a very long time—a back-up is also included with each unit.
A one-time charge will easily see you through a 3 hour strolling gig—but the handy
on/off switch allows you store charge in the device for weeks until you’re ready to
use it.
Smokescreen comes with a dazzling array of heart-stopping routines from Rodney
Reyes, Scott Steelfyre and Chuck Crespo. You can now easily add the mystery of
smoke into into any magic routine—with none of the hassles.

100

$

Brooklyn 101 Deck
At last...a real gamblers professional marked deck! What
a sight to see! BUT you can’t see them until you learn the secret!
Excellent for gambling lectures. Excellent for magical effects
only. This deck will pass the “riffle test” and can be seen faster
and further than any other deck. After being in the magic
business for almost 45 years... we have seen a lot of decks...
yes, we have seen decks like Brooklyn 101, but we never
had a chance to bring then fully to the magic world.
The deck is so cleverly marked, that it takes a “trained eye” to
see at any distance. You must train your eyes to see the
markings! But once you do... It’s easy!
Do NOT let the price fool you! It is a bargain and NOT a toy
deck.

What A Bargain!

12

$
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Better Than Ever!
The Greatest Krazy
Kard...Of All
A professional SPOT card that goes beyond any
other similar card effect! A WONDERFUL STAND
UP or STAGE EFFECT! Easy to perform. Great
entertainment for ALL audiences and a fooler as
well! Up to EIGHT changes! Professionally
made for professionals. Self working. Splendid
entertainment—Don’t miss this one.
Krazy Kard is expertly made with high quality
materials. A quick comedy routine. You start by
showing three spots on one side and four spots on
the other side. Then you find the spots multiplying
with six spots on one side and only one on the
other side. You are really surprised when you turn
the card over again and discover you now have
eight spots!

45

$

Highly Recommended!

5 To 9
IF you like comedy and laughs (who doesn’t?)
...This is for you! A great routine for a jumbo
card revelation. Guaranteed to get you laughs!
Magician first holds up a prediction card, but does not
reveal the face. Spectator then selects a card and, before
revealing their card to the audience, the magician shows
his prediction.
It’s the wrong prediction! Spectator is asked to show the card they selected and it’s
the 9 of Diamonds. Oops! The magician turns over his prediction card—it’s the 5
of Diamonds—he looks embarrassed to say the least.
At that given moment, holding the jumbo 5 of Diamonds, the spots on
the card visually morphs into the 9 of Diamonds. Viola! He has saved
the day and welcomes lots of laughs at the finale!
Self working. A great filler. Fun & easy to do.

Ya gotta love it!
28
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$
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Viking’s Metal Magic
Kinetic Nail

If you loved Viking’s Kineti-Key—you will love
their Kinetic Nail! Gellerism at its very best!
Kinetic Nail is a quality machined product that
when properly presented will give the
impression of “Mind Over Matter,” in that you
can bend a solid steel nail with sheer will power!
You slowly rub your fingers over the nail and
the psychic powers happen. Cleverly
gimmicked nail does all the work for you. Great pocket item. Enough of spoon
bending, bend a stainless steel nail. Nail will bend to 90 degrees. Comes complete
with extra matching nail.

Kineti-Key
2 Versions

19

$

Large

The ornate key is held at the
fingertips and the “bit” slowly
moves around the shaft of the
key, then just as mysteriously
it is slid down the shaft toward the bow! All of this is done in full
view, defying the laws of physics. Then the “bit” is moved all
the way to the bow, it is then handed out for examination!
No grooves and no mechanics to get out of order! You will
be performing this in five minutes of receiving this incredible
effect! Beware of cheap imitations. This is still the
best..forget the rest!

Junior

Large version is gold-plated and is 4.5-inches long and is still perfect for close-up or
stand-up and great for walk-around! Junior Version is 3.5-inch long with same goldplating and is perfect for close-up situations. The hilt on each version is different.

Large Version...$97.50

Junior Version...$40

Haunted Key
A large brass key is displayed at the fingertips. The
story revolves around a haunted mansion and a secret
room hidden from all. The key mysteriously, in
conjunction with the story, finally turning over as if by
some unseen power. The key is handmade. The weight
and size of the key are most important to a successful
outcome. Perfectly balanced. Comes complete with
detailed instructions. Key can be inspected. The finest
Haunted Key on the magic market. Key is
45/8-inches long and 1/4-inch shaft made of solid brass.

Professional Model...$65
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This Year’s Top Sellers
The Three Pellet Test
By Ted Karmilovich

For decades, the Three Pellet Test has baffled some of the
biggest stars and brightest minds in the worlds of mentalism
and magic. The effect is pure simplicity and an outstanding
demonstration of synchronicity. Included in the booklet
are two BONUS effects: Target Coin and Ted’s handling
of the Ashes On Palm.
The spectator is handed three slips of paper. The performer
also has three slips of paper. They each write identical words
on their individual slips. For example: red, white and blue are written on the performer’s
three slips and written by the spectator on their three slips.
They each ball up their slips, mix them in their cupped hands, and drop them to the
table. The performer (who always chooses FIRST), selects one of the spectator’s
crumpled balls. The spectator then chooses one of the performer’s crumpled balls.
They are opened up and the colors match! This is repeated with the two remaining
pellets. The performer picks one of the spectator’s two remaining pellets and then
the spectator selects one of the performer’s. They are both opened to reveal a match
again! And, of course, the remaining two pellets match! Showing that it wasn’t
just a coincidence, the performer repeats the sequence TWO MORE TIMES
using different words resulting in a total of NINE matches!

50

$

Hardeen

By William Rauscher
This book is a tribute to one of the world’s greatest escape
artists. He traveled the world defying police authorities
to shackle his body in handcuffs and leg irons, or to lock
him in the darkest jail cells, all of which could not hold
him. He nightly escaped from a giant padlocked and
water-filled milk can. During the day he freed himself
from an iron-bound wooden crate as it sank to the bottom
of murky rivers and swift oceans. Metal “Crazy Cribs”
used on the murderously insane could not hold him. The
inescapable steel “Tramp Chair” was child’s play to “The
Monarch of Manacles.”
Beyond escapes he performed on vaudeville stages, appeared in
movies, was a Broadway star and experts considered him a
wonderful magician. In fact, he was a much better magician
than his brother, and well-liked and admired by the conjuring
community. Now, for the first time, this wonderful entertainer
justifiably steps out from the shadow of his brother—meet
Theodore Hardeen—brother of Houdini!!

30

$
30
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Classics Of Magic
Encyclopedia Of Rope Tricks
By Stewart James

Hardcover book that is newly expanded and revised with
over 400 pages and over 1500 illustrations. The
Introduction from Mac King!
Encyclopedia Of Rope Tricks is a comprehensive work
on one of magic’s most fascinating branches. In its pages,
the student will learn everything from impromptu feats—
miracles worked at a moment’s notice—to parlor tricks,
escapes, puzzles, comedy presentations, complete rope
routines and stage-filling illusions. Many of these tricks
have been drawn from the repertories of some of the world’s
most famous, creative magicians.
Inside you will learn the secrets behind: Indian Rope Trick, Cut
& Restored Rope, Walking Through A Rope, Rope Through
Neck, Stretching A Rope, Knot Tricks, Penetrations, Illusions,
Suspensions, Stewart James’ Sefalalijia, Animations and much,
much more!
Magic at all skill levels, for magicians of all skill levels, is described.
From tricks and stunts aimed at beginners, to professional-grade mysteries, Stewart’s
concise text, accompanied by hundreds of illustrations, makes unraveling these secrets
easy. The Encyclopedia Of Rope Tricks is a near-complete course in rope magic,
perhaps the world’s most comprehensive textbook on rope magic extant!

50

$

Bill Perron’s

Basic Palm

Reading For Fun & Profit
Bill has been reading palms for over 30 years. This DVD
is entertaining, amusing and easy to learn! Excellent for
private events! Simple to learn! Just Practice!
Aristotle wrote a treatise on Palmistry for his student,
Alexander, that is still in print today. Hypocrites could
correctly diagnose over 100 illnesses by looking at a
person’s palm. Ancient physicians in China and India have
a written history using palmistry for centuries. The lines on the hand can and do
change!
Bill Perron has the finest instructional DVD on this art. People always love to
hear what the lines in their hands describe and how they can change their
personality as life goes on. Learn what Bill teaches—it will “open your eyes” to a
great new revenue for you as a performer.

DVD Only...$25
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Richard Webster Presents...

Buy Any 2 Richard Webster Books &
Get $10.00 Off! Any 2 Books For $60.00!
The Mail Order Psychic
This is the only book telling you how to set yourself up as a mail order psychic.
Selling readings by mail is an excellent idea. For more details please see our website!

35

$

The Psychic Business
An overview of many different ways of making money in the psychic business.
For more details please see our website!

35

$

Home Psychic Parties For Fun & Profit
Great moneymaking tips of mentalist and psychics. Goes beyond information on
horoscope parties. For more details please see our website!

35

$

Psychometry From A To Z
This book outlines a simple system of doing psychometry the way the “real”
psychics do—without the secret marks. For more details please see our website!

35

$

Quick & Effective Cold Readings
Here’s a system that will help you get more bookings by impressing agents and
potential bookers. For more details please see our website!
Some of the covers have changed,
but text pages are same.
32
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$
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Richard Webster Presents...

Buy Any 2 Richard Webster Books &
Get $10.00 Off! Any 2 Books For $60.00!
The Astral Travel Workshop
Discuss and create an environment for the spectators to have an out-of-body
experience. For more details please see our website!

35

$

Cold Reading Variations
This book shows you how to do dozens of different presentations using any system
of giving readings. For more details please see our website!

35

$

Entertaining Mentalism
This books will help you put the entertainment into your show in only 13 chapters!
For more details please see our website!

35

$

How To Make Money Giving Free Talks
Learn how to sell your products, craft your speech, get booked, get publicity and
much more. For more details please see our website!

35

$

Ladies’ Night
Here’s a complete guide to entertaining groups of women with a combination
demonstration and show. For more details please see our website!
Some of the covers have changed,
but text pages are same.

35

$
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Well Worth The Read!
Stage Flying

430 BC To Modern Times

By John A. McKinven
It’s a bird, it’s a plane, it’s a... Magician?
The theatrical effect of a human flying is a scenic
wonder. It began in religious plays, continued in
church celebrations and has had a place in a host of
theatrical forms—opera, melodrama, vaudeville,
aerial ballet and spectacle.
Stage Flying surveys the long history of when and
how stage mechanics have simulated flying. Learn
the secrets of stage flying by theatrical performers
such as Peter Pan (they make it look so simple!) The
wonders of the “hook ups” and methods devised to accomplish this beautiful illusion.
This magical book exposes the engineering of how
performers and artists have invented and explained the
secrets of flying in the entertainment world. You will be
fascinated by all the detailed workings involved!
Book is clothbound in dust jacket with over 122 pages.
Illustrated with drawings, engravings and photographs.

35

$

Magic With Everyday Objects
By George Schindler

Over 150 tricks anyone can do at the dinner table by
experiences magician and entertainer George Schindler.
This is a jovial, “user friendly”, step-by-step guide to a
wide variety of simple yet amusing sleight-of-hand tricks
that anyone can teach themselves to do for fun and
entertainment.
For eye foolery to incredible napkin tricks and illusions
with ordinary tableware. Magic With Everyday
Objects is a fascinating how-to guide filled with secrets
sure to dazzle one’s friends.
Books has 240 pages filled with beginner’s magic with silverware, salt, pepper,
sugar, dinner rolls, napkins, plates, glasses, cups, mind reading, coins, bills, matches
and assorted other objects. This is perfect impromptu magic for the dinner
table. Simple black and white diagrams illustrate the direct easy-to-understand
instructions for performing each trick.
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